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When the magician starts kidnapping you, you are saved by a cube. You have to reach the end of the
level by eating fruits and collecting 10 candles. At the end you have to eat the candy bar to open the exit.
When you die, there will be a live farm for you to respawn where you can use the same character as the
previous game as well as get new items and power ups. The speed of the live farm is extremely fast, if

you die after reaching the first checkpoint you’ll only have to wait to respawn. The game features over 80
levels, a variety of fruit to eat to navigate and enemies to battle. Enemies: There is only one enemy type

in the game. The magician is always trying to take you to his cabinet. He does attacks such as wall
throws, freeze attacks, and battles that require multiple enemies to fight. Fruit: There is a multitude of
fruits you can eat. Each fruit has their own special ability. A cherry will give you stamina, an orange will

give you a long attack, an apple will increase your jump, a banana will make you move quickly. When you
are the same color as the enemy you’ll destroy them without taking damage. You’ll also take damage to
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other enemies if you get in the way. Platforming Controls: You need to use your right mouse button for
your jump, button shift for your dash, button “/” for the dash attack, button “+” for double jump, press x
to throw the fruit. The left mouse will control the camera and you’ll jump on the highlighted platform to
reach the next platform. Collecting Candles: When you’re in the middle of the desert, you’ll find a cave
that has a stack of candles at the end. Press space and you’ll start collecting them. Collect 10 and you’ll

unlock the “5 Candles” power up that will give you a bigger jump. Collect all the candles you can to
quickly clear a level. Press “/” when you get a candle to throw it. Equipment: You need to collect heart

shaped fruits, fruits with triangle shapes, blackberries and yellow fruits. After every level, you have to go
to the cube to regain HP and collect candies to use special power ups. Make sure to collect them so you

can progress faster. Each level will give you a certain power up that will

One Man Is Not No Man Features Key:
Pick where you want to go and how far

Arcade mode for a quick grab
Boss Wars to challenge you

Clear screen at your leisure to keep going
The Fapic Gui is simple to navigate through

If you are having trouble working out how to play Fapic you can check out the FAQ page on Ask Ubuntu
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